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How will Europe look like in 2038? What visions do young
citizens of today have for a future Europe? What are their
answers of today's major societal challenges like ageing,
financial crisis, clean energy, mobility/migration, freedom and
security? Which measures do young citizens suggest to
overcome terrorism and violence, inequalities and social

exclusion, prejudice and discrimination? “Europe2038: the
Voice of the Youth” project seeks to answer these urgent
questions in 7 European countries.

PARTICIPANTS
25 youngers (5 boys; 20 girls)

Mean age: 23 years old

Qualitative questions- focus group discussion

Design a QUESTIONNAIRE
Questions were organized in different blocks:
About you

What will Europe look like in 2038?

Europe & you

What visions do young citizens of today have for a
future Europe?

Educational & Citizenship models
in Europe

What are their answers for today’s major societal
challenges like ageing, financial crisis, clean
energy, mobility/migration, freedom and security?

Europe’s risks and challenges

Which measures do young citizens suggest to
overcome terrorism and violence, inequalities and
social exclusion, prejudice and discrimination?

Let’s talk about Europe

MAIN RESULTS
I feel nervous if I have to stay in other
country for a long time
Yes
No

What do you associate with the
actual Europe?

European challenges and risks
Languages knowledge

3%

Changes needs

8%

Finantial crisis

3%

Insecurity

8%

Climate changes

3%

18,2

Global union

34%

Balance between countries

9%

Violence

Education and
unemployment…

8%

6%

Youth employment

Changes oportunities

28%

Gender and cultural equality

25%

81,8

Inequality

18%

Terrorism

17%
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What do you associate with a future
Europe?

Feelings related to my future
0

Better education and
employment policies
Better environmental
conditions

27,3

5%

10%

15%

20%

8%

Social wellbeing

8%

Job opportunities

8%

8%

Higher level of terrorism

9%

8%
Equality between countries

Lighter borders
Hope and safety
Uncertenty and
unrest
Others

30%

8%
High Education opportunities

72,7

25%

What do you expect from Europe?
Enviromental problems' policies

25%

Ligher level of gender violence
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Higher level of unemployment
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CONCLUSIONS

Spanish youth imagine their
future in Europe. They expect
a more united Europe;
nonetheless the most of them
prefer to stay in Spain.

A more united Europe
promotes 2 different points of
view: a positive one, where
educative and professional
opportunities arises, and a
negative one where the
differences between rich and
poor countries increases.

Spanish youngers recognize
to know other European
countries and cultures. They
would like to go abroad to
improve other languages but
the half of them wouldn't go
for living although they’d have
professional o personal
difficulties in Spain.

The main worries for young
people are finding a job,
improving the educational
system, overcome the
financial crisis, fight against
terrorism and eliminate
gender and cultural
inequalities.

Develop European policies
and improve the education
system are the most
important measures to
overcome these problems.

